Th~ Notiva¢ion

Definition
4.
Let T = (A,V,K,t,R) be a CRS. A (simple) substitution on T will be any mapping q:
) be a ORS and q a simple substitution on T.
Happin~ d: 
Me say that w ~an be directly rewritten in the state (i0G) to z with a continuation (i',G') according to meanings 
He say that under ~he condition (i',G') it is possible to directly analyse a string z to w with a continuation (i,G) (we write z(i',G' ) =< [T] w(i,G)), if there exists a rule (I,H,u,v,C) E R and a simple substitution q on T such that i E I, 
Definition 12.
Let T = (A V,K,t,R) be a ORS and z e A . Every strln~ w s A , i e N and F }< such that z(O,£}) =< "[T] w(i,F) is called a predecessor of z with a continuation (i,F). Lemma.
Let T = (A,V,K,t,R) be a ORS and w E A* a predecessor of string z g A * with a continuation (i,P).
Then z E pi(F,w), where pi is a pattern by T (see Def. 7). Proof (idea).
The only "asymmetry" in the definition of => as opposed to =<, i.e. the condition H n F, can be solved putting (see Def. 11) P = (} v HI u H~ u • .. ~, Hn (for n analysis steps). Then surely Hi a F for every i. Theorem.
Let T = (A,V,K,t,R) be a CRS,
a an analysis by H and w s A* a predecessor of z e A ~ with a continuation (i,F).
Moreover, let (w,i) E D.
Then (F,w) ~ a(z). Proof follows from the precedin~ lemma and from the definition of analysis. Comment.
This theorem helps us to manage an analysis of a word form: we begin with the form being analysed (z) and a "continuation '' (0,(3), using then "reversed" rules for back rewriting.
In any state w(i,F) during this process, a correct analysis is obtained whenever (w,i) is found in the dictionary. At the same time we have in F the appropriate meanings.
Passin~ along all possible paths of back rewriting, we obtain the whole set a(z). 
An Example
